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Correct the sentence:

Maria was sleping into the 

couch.

Correct the sentence:

When Hannah walked 

across the field. she saw 

cows in the distants.

Correct the sentence:

I spoke with Matt. Who 

promised to fix our tracter.

Correct the sentence:

That barn was blue which 

the Trasks owned this farm.

Correct the sentence:

Paul is reparing the corral 

that we use at the cows.

Use them in a sentence:
overcome

association

Use them in a sentence:
capitol

drought

Use them in a sentence:
dedicate

publicity

Use them in a sentence:
violence

conflicts

Use them in a sentence:
horizon

brilliant

Add commas where 
needed to the text 
below
Reagan bought candy 
toys and balloons for 
the party.

Circle the synonym for 
the following word: 
rotate

circle   travel
dent   spin

uninterested
prefix: __________
base or root: 
__________
suffix: __________

Circle the matching 
analogy:

thrilled : happy
a) quiet : secret
b) kind : rich
c) terrified : scared
d) serious : funny

Simile or Metaphor?
Underline what is being 
compared: 
You are such a road hog.

Circle the antonym for 
the following word: 
marsh

swamp   Florida
dry   desert

Circle the correct 
relative pronoun: 
who which  whose  
whom that
Mrs. Charney, ___
daughter is also a 
teacher, teaches sixth 
grade.

Circle the prepositions, 
cross out any 
prepositional phrases.
The waves at the beach 

were very big.

Circle the correct word.
Because of my asthma, 

it is difficult to ___. 
(breath/breathe)

Circle the misspelled word 
and write it correctly on 
the line:
down   tommorrow   told

______________

Circle the definition that 
matches the word used in 
the sentence below.

You will see excellent 
benefits if you exercise 

everyday.
benefit

1. v. To help or be helpful 

to; to be useful to

2. n. Something that is 

useful or helpful, that 

does good

3. n. An event held to raise 

money for a cause

The group members 

working on the science 

project had a dispute

that prevented them 

from getting much work 

done. They could not 

agree on who should 

carry out the 

experiment and spent 

most of their lab time 

arguing.

dispute means: 

___________________

___________________
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